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Abstract

Zhuangang (literally means “transferring post”) English teachers, usually in the primary schools of rural areas in China, refer to the English teachers who used to teach school subjects other than English. Some of them may at the same time still teach other subjects in addition to English. They are a part of the solutions to the shortage of English teachers due to the policy of popularizing English learning in primary schools in China in 2001. Although they account for a large percentage of primary English teachers especially in rural areas in China, relatively little research has been conducted to investigate the status of their professional development and identity. This study is aimed at finding out whether there is a significant difference between Zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers in their perceptions of teacher identity and if it is the case, what may be the contributing reasons. A questionnaire was allocated and a significant difference (p=0.005) was observed between Zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers in their perceptions of teacher identity. Implications for enhancing their teacher identity and professional development are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

Zhuangang (literally means “transferring post”) English Teachers, usually in the primary schools of rural areas in China, refer to the English teachers who used to teach school subjects other than English. In addition to English, some of them may at the same time still teach other subjects, including Chinese, mathematics and the like. As part of the solutions to the shortage of English teacher due to the policy of popularizing English learning in primary schools in China in 2001, more than fifty percent of the English teachers in 2008 were Zhuangang English teachers (Wang, 2008). Li (2012) stated that Zhuangang English teachers accounted for 57% of all the English teachers in North China’s Liaocheng city. According to You’s (2016) study exploring new models of teacher development for Zhuangang English teachers in rural areas, Zhuangang English teachers still account for 32.5% of the whole group of primary school English teachers of Heyuan city in Guangdong province. This means nowadays there still exist a considerable number of Zhuangang English teachers, but research done about them is rarely seen. They deserve much more attention from the researchers. This paper attempts to explore the demographic profile of Zhuangang English teachers in Kaiping, a county in South China’s Guangdong Province and to find out whether there is a significant difference in their perceptions of their teacher identity of being English teachers between Zhuangang and non-Zhuangang English teachers.

Teacher identity refers to the different cultural and social roles that teacher-learners enact while they are interacting with lecturers or other students during their course of learning (Richards, 2008). Dimensions of identity may include personal identity, situated or socially located identity and professional identity (Day & Kington, 2008). And these dimensions were modified by Xun, Sun and Peng (2014) into four, namely career identity, major identity, personal identity and situated identity. Researchers believe that rather than being static, professional identity is a gradually changing and ongoing process of combination of the personal and professional sides of becoming and being a teacher (Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004). Elsewhere, it is argued that identity may be affected by professional life phases, job commitment, personal resilience and effectiveness
The foreign language teachers’ identity issue is becoming increasingly vital in that it is an important key to ensuring the teachers’ commitment to their work and adherence to professional norm (Hammerness, Darling-hammond, & Bransford, 2005). Standing at the core of teaching profession, teacher professional identity helps the EFL teachers to shape their own view about “how to act”, “how to be” and “how to understand” their job and role in both school and society (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 178). Therefore, research helping EFL teachers to understand their identity is becoming more and more significant. The present study attempts to answer the following three questions:

1) What is the demographic profile of zhuangang English teachers in Kaiping?

2) Is there a significant difference between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers in their perceptions of their teacher identity?

3) If there is a significant difference, what may be the possible reasons for it?

In the following, this paper will explore the relevant background of the current study, and present a literature review, followed by the main research.

2. Background

To modernize the education in China and to cater to the economic and cultural globalization in the 21st century, the Chinese Ministry of Education (MOE) has taken two measures. First, a document called The Guidance to Promote the Initiation of English Teaching in Primary Schools (hereinafter referred to as the Guidance) was initiated, requiring all the primary schools, in urban and rural areas alike, to start English courses from Grade three or even earlier if possible (MOE, 2001). Second, a curriculum reform of basic education, also beginning in 2001, was started to change the teacher-centered teaching model to the students-centered one. The Guidelines for Curriculum Reform of Basic Education point out that the curriculum should focus on cultivating the students’ comprehensive ability instead of rote learning or examination-oriented learning. Besides, the policy encouraged teachers to adopt task-based language teaching in classes so that students’ language proficiency can be improved (MOE, 2001).

Those two efforts made by the MOE were crowned with success for improving Chinese citizens’ English literacy and preparing China in the context of economic and cultural globalization with increasing demand for talents with high proficiency in English. However, initiating English teaching in the primary schools nationwide brought about a series of problems, among which the shortage of English teachers is one of the most severe ones. Moreover, the curriculum reform results in higher requirements for the quality of teachers. The Guidance states that to strengthen the quality of primary English teaching staff, more attention and consideration should be given to the training of outstanding teachers. Meanwhile, for those primary teachers of other subjects, they can participate in an English training program, get a certificate for their English proficiency level and take English courses in the primary schools (MOE, 2001), which is actually known as the origin of zhuangang English teachers. However, according to Dong (2003), for all the 1076 teachers taking part in the training program in Guangdong province in 2001, only 53% of them passed the examination, and 36% of them were still allowed to take English courses without getting the certificate from the training program. Namely, 36% of zhuangang English teachers at that time were not qualified for that job.

2.1 Debate on the Necessity to Start English Teaching in Primary Schools

Since the initiation of the policy of popularizing English teaching in primary schools nationwide in 2001, there appeared a heated debate among researchers and practitioners in English language education. Some of them supported the policy while others doubted the necessity. The debate mainly focused on the best starting age for learning a foreign language and the problem of teacher qualification. Since the first issue on learning age is a very complex one and beyond the scope of the current paper, here we mainly concentrate on the issue of teacher qualification.

Most of the reservations about the idea of lowering the starting age of English learning and teaching come from the concern about the inadequate quality of English teachers. On the reform of English teaching, Shu (2001) recommended that the popularization of English teaching in primary schools should be delayed to an appropriate time when the quantity and quality of English teachers reach a suitable level by training. Through analyzing the necessity and validation of starting English teaching in primary schools, Dong (2003) came to the conclusion that most of the primary schools were not actually ready for an early start of foreign language teaching because of a serious lack of qualified teachers and English teacher education was the most important task for current education policy. She also held that ignoring the problem of English teachers and starting English teaching in primary schools nationwide not only is a waste of education resources but may also dampen
students’ enthusiasm for English learning. Besides, Peng (2003) argued that given the quality of teachers and other resources available to primary schools in China, the theoretical bases and the practical feasibility of teaching English to primary school pupils are questionable.

Those who were in support of the policy, however, also have their own justifications. Wang (2010) stated that almost all countries have consensus about the value of having foreign language courses in primary schools. And from the aspect of the significance of English learning and children’s learning characteristics, popularizing English teaching in primary schools has its objective necessity (Wan, 2014). What’s more, Han and Liu (2008) contended that China’s policy of popularizing English teaching is justifiable since it exemplifies the government’s attitude of being open to the outside and determination of integration with the whole world.

2.2 Current Situation and Problems That Still Exist

Fifteen years having passed, with the smooth process of popularizing English teaching, the debate over its necessity has come to an end gradually. Till now, popularizing English teaching in primary schools in China have already become a reality. However, the problems of teacher qualification and development remain to be settled. Firstly, English teachers still account for a large percent of English teachers in the rural areas. For the concern of educational equality and justice of social competition, English education in the primary schools of rural areas deserves more of our consideration (Zhang, 2005). The quality of teachers is the key to ensuring the success of primary education curriculum reform. Nevertheless, a considerable proportion of the teachers, especially English teachers, are not up to the standard both theoretically and practically. On the one hand, it is difficult for teachers to shift their conventional pedagogical beliefs and teaching approaches. With traditional views deeply entrenched in their mind, they become disoriented while facing the new curriculum reform. On the other hand, the new curriculum standard puts forward higher requirements for the teachers’ comprehensive competencies. Many teachers are in a lack of pedagogical approaches and have no idea about how to apply theories to practices (Yu, 2011).

Against this backdrop, it is of great significance for researchers to pay attention to the identity and professional development situation of English teachers in rural areas.

3. Literature Review

3.1 Teacher identity and teacher education

Teacher identity has been widely discussed in recent years in general education (Xu, 2014). It is viewed as “an important analytic tool for understanding schools and society” in the fast changing and highly dependent global world (Gee, 2000, p. 99), and utilized as a frame or analytical lens through which aspects of teaching can be explored (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). Because identity is not an external object visible to the naked eye but rather a sense of being (Han, 2016), it is difficult to conceptualize this concept and there is no unified single definition of identity that is accepted by the researchers. Nevertheless, most of the researchers see identity as a changing process. McLean (1999) suggests that teachers’ sense of themselves shifts with “new social contexts, new questions and new ideas”. Trent (2012) suggests that identities are negotiated and renegotiated in social situations and contexts of which social organizations such as schools, cultural products, language and knowledge, are a part.

In comparison with the fruitful research in many topics of general education, interest in identity issues in English language education has been relatively new. There are three main themes of related research which includes the relationship between teachers’ linguistic positions and professional identity, conflicts between social and professional identities and how teacher identity is mediated in educational reforms (Xu, 2014). Day, Kington, Stobart and Sammons (2006) posit that teachers in most of the countries around the world are experiencing similar government interventions or policy shifts and the change coming along with it not only influences teachers’ work but how teachers feel about their work. According to them, although reforms in schools are different in different countries in aspects of their content, direction and pace, one of the common characteristics of them is that the schools do not always pay enough attention to the teachers’ work, lives and identities which play an important role in the teachers’ motivation, efficacy, commitment, job satisfaction and effectiveness. To figure out whether an educational policy or curriculum reform will end up with success or failure, however, exploration of the teachers’ identity and situation is necessary since it is teachers who are active participants along the process of reform (Han, 2016).

Apart from the three main themes listed by Xu (2014), another theme that appears frequently in the literature is the relationship between teacher identity and teacher education. As an important contributing factor to high-quality teaching, teacher education is vital for the success of other reforms urged on schools.
According to Abednia (2012), if the TESOL education program aims to help teachers act as transformative intellectuals, it should offer them the opportunity to construct or reconstruct their teacher identities since what teachers know and the way they think determine how they will behave in the classrooms. Through an overview of issues in the literature, Beauchamp and Thomas (2009) concluded that teachers’ identity develops along with their own teaching practices, and that a teacher education program is an ideal starting point for building their awareness of developing their identity. Therefore, the organizers of a teacher education program should strive to incorporate what has been known about the context so that teachers will be prepared for the challenges that they may encounter in developing their positive professional identities. In regards to second language teacher education, Richards (2008) argues that teacher education is not only about knowledge acquisition and teaching skills building but also the real deep meaning about being a language teacher.

In the aspect of research method, most of the studies utilize the method of case study, ethnography and theoretical analysis. For example, Tsui (2007) explores teachers’ identity construction through an enquiry of an EFL teacher’s narrative storytelling about his being an English teacher throughout his six years of teaching. The paper authored by Farrell (2011) reports on the formation of professional identity of three experienced teachers through analysis of the data coming from the author’s regular meetings with them. Besides, some other studies (Ha, 2007; Yang & Bautista, 2008; Namaghi, 2009) investigated teacher identity from the qualitative approach. Elsewhere, Ajayi (2011) used a questionnaire to look into the relationship between socio-cultural identities and pedagogical practices of 57 high school teachers in Los Angeles, relatively few studies examine the teacher identity issue in quantitative way.

3.2 Zhuangang English Teachers

In contrast with the abundance in the research on foreign language teacher education and development, relatively little has been reported on the zhuangang English teachers’ identity and professional development in China. A searching of the CNKI database, the most comprehensive and authoritative database for the research literature in Chinese found only fifteen articles concerned with primary zhuangang English teachers and the years of publication range from 2003 to 2016. These studies are mostly concerned with the issue of training for primary zhuangang English teachers. Several authors mentioned the unsatisfactory pronunciation of zhuangang English teachers, stating that English teachers’ pronunciation directly affects the pupils’ interest and learning effectiveness and training of their pronunciation should be strengthened (Chen, 2003; Xiao, 2012; Liu, 2009). The others proposed strategies and models of training zhuangang English teachers, suggesting ideas such as extending the duration of training, using the actual textbooks used in the primary schools during the training, and making use of the distance education technologies (Liu, 2008; Rao, 2011; Li, 2012).

4. Research Design

A questionnaire examining teacher identity was distributed to 300 primary English teachers in Kaiping county of Guangdong province, south China through an online survey platform and 182 teachers responded to the survey. The grades they teach range from Grade three to Grade six (Table 1). Among the 182 English teachers, 12 are male, accounting for 6.6% of the total population. Their years of teaching experience vary from novice teachers to experienced teachers and the detail can be seen in table 2. As for their academic preparations, 152 (83.5%) of them have bachelor’s degree (part-time), 27 (14.8%) of them graduated from post-secondary institutions and the other 3 graduated from secondary normal/teacher schools.

The questionnaire was adapted from a questionnaire invented by Xun et al. (2014) which aims at measuring high school English teachers’ identity status. Based on a literature review, Xun et al. (2014) formulated this questionnaire and tested it through exploratory confirmatory analysis. The questionnaire includes two parts: the first part is mainly about the participants' basic information including age, gender, years of teaching experience and the grades they teach; the second part, which is the main part of the questionnaire, includes 34 items exploring the teachers’ career identity, major identity, situated identity and personal identity respectively. For each item, the participants are invited to choose from a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). According to Xun et al.'s (2014) examination, the questionnaire is credited with fine reliability. Therefore, we believe this questionnaire can be used for large sample empirical investigation of EFL teacher identity. The higher the total score of the 34 items of the questionnaire, the stronger one’s identity is. And it is the same case for single items. Although the inventory made by Xun et al. (2014) is customized for high school English teachers, with primary school and high school education having a lot in common, the authors changed all the terms “high school” into “primary school” so that the participants are able to choose the answer that fits their situation.

Finally, to figure out whether there is a significant difference between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English
teachers in their perceptions of identity, the authors input the data obtained into SPSS 20 for an independent T-test, followed by T-tests for each item in the questionnaire to find out whether differences exist in different aspects.

Table 1. Grades that the English teachers teach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3 &amp; 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4 &amp; 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4 &amp; 6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. “3 & 4” means the teacher takes courses of Grade 3 and Grade 4 in the same semester; it is the same for “3 & 5”, “4 & 5” and “4 & 6”.

Table 2. Years of teaching experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of teaching</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

5.1 Demographic Profile of Zhuangang English Teachers

Among the 182 participants, 61 of them are zhuangang English teachers, accounting for 1/3 of the total number. 7 of them are male and the other 54 are female. In terms of academic preparation, 43 (70.5%) of them have bachelor’s degree and 16 (26.2%) of them graduated from post-secondary institutions. The grades they teach and their years of teaching are shown in table 3 and table 4 in detail respectively.

Table 3. Grades that zhuangang English teachers teach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4 &amp; 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. “3 & 4” means the teacher teaches Grade 3 and Grade 4 in the same semester; it is the same for “4 & 5”.
Table 4. *Zhuangang* English teachers’ years of teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of teaching</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 *Comparison of Perceptions of Professional Identity between Zhuangang and Non-zhuangang English Teachers*

Through an analysis of the total score of the 34 items in the questionnaire, a significant difference (P=0.005) of the perceptions of their professional identity was observed between *zhuangang* and *non-zhuangang* English teachers. The mean of the total score of *zhuangang* English teachers is 138.48 while that of the *non-zhuangang* English teachers is 148.03. After a respective analysis of the 34 items, it is found that 9 of them have significant difference, which can be seen in table 5.

Table 5. The 9 items where significant difference exists between *zhuangang* and *non-zhuangang* English teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Mean of <em>zhuangang</em> English teachers</th>
<th>Mean of <em>non-zhuangang</em> English teachers</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>When making self-introductions, I am pleased to say that I am an English teacher.</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I care about others’ view about English teachers.</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Knowing about English-speaking countries’ culture is a necessity to learn English well.</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>English learning is a process of knowledge construction.</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>I take primary school pupils’ learning characteristics into consideration in my teaching practice.</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>English teaching in the primary school has the subject’s own characteristics.</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>I can provide authentic language models for the students during the class.</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>I am proficient in English communication.</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>I am able to teach in English fluently in class continuously.</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

6.1 Demographic Profile of *Zhuangang* English Teachers

Accounting for 1/3 of the whole group of English teachers, *Zhuangang* English teachers is an important part of the English teachers in primary schools of China. This result lends support to You's (2016) conclusion that *zhuangang* English teachers account for 32.5% of the primary school English teachers. From the aspect of gender rate, years of teaching (including teaching of English and other subjects) and the grades they teach, there is not much difference between *zhuangang* English teachers and the whole group of English teachers. What is obvious is that, *zhuangang* English teachers’ experience of teaching is shorter than *non-zhuangang* English teachers.
teachers. In terms of their educational background, only 70.5% of 

6.2 Comparison of Perceptions of Professional Identity between Zhuangang and Non-zhuangang English Teachers

According to the result of data analysis, a significant difference of perceptions of professional identity can be observed between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers and non-zhuangang English teachers have a stronger perception of their professional identity than zhuangang English teachers. Through analyzing the 34 items of the questionnaire individually, we try to figure out the reasons that may contribute to the gap in their perceptions of the professional identity and it can be classified into 4 sorts: their different opinions about being an English teacher, different views about English learning, distinct views about English teaching, and most importantly, the gap in their English proficiency.

6.2.1 Unsatisfactory English Proficiency

The most important reason responsible for the gap between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers is zhuangang English teachers’ inadequate English proficiency. It is illustrated in item 31 (I can provide authentic language models for the students during the class), 32 (I am proficient in English communication) and 33 (I am able to teach in English fluently in class continuously). In all of these 3 items, zhuangang English teachers are almost one point lower than non-zhuangang English teachers in the mean score and all the p values are equivalent to 0.000, indicating a remarkably significant difference between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers in their English proficiency.

6.2.2 Opinions about being an English Teacher

The participants’ different views about being an English teacher can be observed from their different attitudes towards their own occupation of being an English teacher. It can be seen from item 3 (While making self-introductions, I am pleased to say that I am an English teacher) and item 8 (I care about others’ opinions about English teachers). In these two items, non-zhuangang English teachers score much higher than zhuangang English teachers and there are significant differences between them. In other words, compared with zhuangang English teachers, non-zhuangang English teachers are much proud of their own occupation and are more concerned about how others look at them. According to Day et al. (2006), teachers need to have a clear awareness of agency about who they are and what they do because their sense of professional identity is closely related with this and the lack of stability about being neither one nor the other is likely to result in problems (Antonio & Domingo, 2006). For zhuangang English teachers, however, it is not easy to shift from the role of being the teacher of the subjects that they used to teach and this kind of uncertainty and instability is likely to cause their weak sense of professional identity. Antonio and Domingo (2006) also state that while reconstructing one’s new identity, they must experience a long and physically arduous process of transcending their own previous identity. For zhuangang English teachers, they have to build up their new identity of being an English teacher, including new opinions about who they are and what they should do through a long process.

6.2.3 Views about English Learning

Another reason that may cause the gap in the perceptions of zhuangang English teachers' teacher identity may be their different views about English learning, which is indicated from item 14 (Knowing about English-speaking countries’ culture is a necessity to learn English well) and 15 (English learning is actually a process of knowledge construction). Non-zhuangang English teachers surpass zhuangang English teachers in these two items. As MacDonald, Badger and Dasli (2006) put it, when a language learner is learning a new language, not only the new sets of values and beliefs are opened up to them, but also the previous “situated” ones are challenged. English learning is not just memorizing of words, collocations and sentences but a discarding, selecting and integrating process of the target language and culture. Moreover, with the growing influence of the teacher-centered learning philosophy, it is emphasized that learners should be the creators or constructors of their own knowledge (Mino-Garces, 2009). The two groups of teachers differ notably on these points. For the zhuangang English teachers, a lack of knowledge about the nature and characteristics of students’ English learning may result in their different views about English learning and lead to a weaker sense of their professional identity.

6.2.4 Views about English Teaching

The third reason lies at their different views about English teaching, which is actually what is suggested in item 18 (I take primary school pupils’ learning characteristics into consideration in my teaching practice) and item 30
(English teaching in the primary school has the subject’s own characteristics). Zhuangang English teachers score lower than non-zhuangang English teachers in those two items. This finding is consistent with Beijaard, Verloop and Vermut's (2000) statement that teachers’ experiences concerning subject matter and pedagogical aspects have bearings on their perceptions of professional identity. It follows that zhuangang English teachers’ weak command of pedagogical theories and understanding of learning characteristics affect their teaching practice and thus their professional identity.

6.3 Implications for Teacher Education

The importance of teacher education towards identity development has been verified in recent literature (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Watson, 2006). Through the investigation of the present paper, the reasons behind zhuangang English teachers’ weaker perceptions of their professional identity are revealed and this may shed light on future teacher education programs. Firstly, compared with non-zhuangang English teachers, more training opportunities should be given to zhuangang English teachers to improve their English proficiency in order to shorten the big gap between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers in terms of their English proficiency levels. Secondly, apart from their English proficiency, pedagogical theories should also be introduced in the training program. Besides, the training programs should convince the zhuangang English teachers of the importance of being an English teacher by incorporating what is known about the contexts and communities that they are in. Only by enhancing their awareness of the significance of their occupation can they strengthen their own professional identity and commitment to the teaching career.

7. Conclusion

This research aims to figure out the profile of zhuangang English teachers in South China's Kaiping county and explore the reasons responsible for the significant difference in their perceptions of teacher identity between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers. The result confirms a conclusion by previous studies that about one third of the primary school English teachers in rural areas of China are zhuangang English teachers. It also finds that the gap between zhuangang and non-zhuangang English teachers’ perceptions of teacher identity is attributable to the teachers' different understandings about the profession of being an English teacher, zhuangang English teachers’ shortage of pedagogical theories and knowledge of primary school pupils’ learning characteristics, and zhuangang English teachers’ inadequate English proficiency. It is concluded that much more attention and concerns should be given to the professional training of zhuangang English teachers. Despite the limited scope of survey, we believe the findings of this study can be tentatively extended to more comparable schools and areas in China and has implications on relevant policy-making and practices. Future research could cover more regions of the country so that a much fuller picture of zhuangang English teachers in China can be revealed. Besides, combined methods including qualitative interviews are also recommended.
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Appendix

33 items in the questionnaire enquiring the primary school English teachers’ identity

1. I finish my job of English teaching every day seriously.
2. I can well manage my students in classes.
3. When making self-introductions, I am pleased to say that I am an English teacher.
4. I feel pleased when hearing or seeing words praising the occupation of teacher.
5. I can converse with the school equally.
6. I like, care and respect students from the bottom of my heart.
7. I devise the class activities according to primary school pupils’ characteristics.
8. I care about others’ view about English teachers.
9. I build up harmonious relationship with colleagues positively.
10. Primary school English teachers are important for the pupils’ personal growth.
11. I keep a good relationship with the students.
12. Teachers’ work is important for students’ growth and development.
13. I think high of students’ development of ability and learning strategies since they are the teaching subjects.
14. Knowing about English-speaking countries’ culture is a necessity to learn English well.
15. English learning is a process of knowledge construction.
16. Teaching method is important for students’ English learning.
17. Foreign language teaching reform is conducive to improving my professional level.
18. I take primary school pupils’ learning characteristics into consideration in my teaching practice.
19. I undertake the teaching task actively.
20. I am enthusiastic about my work.
21. I feel pleased when committing myself to the work.
22. I feel powerful and energetic while working.
23. While in difficulty, I can always get help from the school.
25. The school feels proud of my contribution in my work.
26. The school tries its best to make my job joyful.
27. I care about whether my students can get a high score in the examinations.
28. I am in support of primary school English teaching reform.
29. I think that English can only be acquired in a communicative environment.
30. English teaching in the primary school has the subject’s own characteristics.
31. I can provide authentic language models for the students during the class.
32. I am proficient in English communication.
33. I am able to teach in English fluently in class continuously.
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